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of self-preservation, and among these Eskimos the man who dis-
tributed the greatest largesse was the man held in highest
esteem.
Turiak had this article of the Eskimo code constantly in mind
— but from the receiving end. He was down on the bay, tom-
codding ia the wind in a temperature of thirty-five degrees
below zero— the torn-cod is a wretched fish, all mouth, and a
man had to be poor indeed to want it — when he saw the file of
Eskimos walking towards the Store, the Niu-va-vik. Up the
ridge he came on the run, and here he was in the Store, lecturing
to the newcomers on each article and explaining its use. On
and on he went without drawing breath, saliva dribbling from
his mouth, his chuckles drawing laughter from the others,
pointing with his coarse finger to this and putting a hand on
that as he spoke, and stressing each time, with a 'tam-na-lo' —
'this thing here* — the object he was talking about. At the Post,
Tutiak's instinct always told him when food was coming, and
nothing in the world could have made him leave before he was
given a bowl of soup and a mug or two of tea. Having gulped
these down, he wiped his moustache with the back of his hand
and vanished— as always among the Eskimos, without a word
of thanks.
Trading at a Hudson's Bay post is a struggle in which two
mentalities, the White and the Eskimo, meet and lock. In the
end each is persuaded that he has won the match— the white
man because in this baiter he has got his 'price,' and the
Eskimo because he is convinced of having got something for
nothing.
Your Eskimos turn up with sacks of foxes and signify that
they want to trade. The trading is done at the Store, which
stands some forty yards off from the Post proper. You lead
them out, arid as they troop over the snow there is a good deal
of strangled laughter. What a great farce this is! Once again
they are going to do the white man in the eye, and once again
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